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Abstract

With putting in operation the first digital TELEPERM XS I&C systems for functions
important to safety in nuclear power plant, ensuring long-term availability and reliable
operation of TELEPERM XS systems gains increasing importance. On the one hand, the
modular structure of TELEPERM XS has alrady been optimized during system developement
such that the application-specific functions are independent of the version of hardware
components and system software. On the other hand hardware-independent, tool-based
engineering procedures ensure that the application software of installed I&C systems can be
flexibly adapted to modified plant requirements while at the same time the very high software
quality is retained. Quality-assured procedures and an actively organized configuration
management guarantee that the functionality and the availability of the I&C systems are
keeping their qualified standard.
This paper discusses aspects of the configuration management for TELEPERM XS I&C
systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

The first digital I&C systems on the basis of TELEPERM XS are in operation. This
vividly proves that digital systems can be qualified for use in nuclear power plants and that
they are technically superior in the field of nuclear power plant I&C, too.

Experiences gained from the licensing of TELEPERM XS for I&C backfittings were
subject of a lecture in the course of the IAEA Specialists' Meeting on 7th to 9th September in
Vienna. [1] It was already mentioned here, how important it is to ensure the long-term
availability and reliability of TELEPERM XS systems, which problems exist and how they are
solved by the manufacturer.
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This paper describes, how TELEPERM XS copes with the particularities of I&C
system life cycle through its system characteristics and additional measures of the
manufacturer, which mainly

1) ensure the always reliable operation of the I&C and

2) render possible

a) to adapt I&C functions to modified requirements and experiences gathered
from plant operation in an effective and quality-assuring way without
necessitating a new validation of the behavior of the entire I&C system and

b) to integrate future versions of hardware components and system software
efficiently without causing effects on the overall functionality or the behavior
of the I&C, i.e. especially without having to change the application software
(engineered I&C functions).

2. ENSURING RELIABLE SYSTEM OPERATION

The essential pre-requisit for ensuring the always reliable operation of an I&C system
is the regular monitoring of its operating states. A service and diagnostic environment adjusted
to plant requirements is included in the scope of supply of digital safety I&C systems
providing the means for monitoring the boundary conditions for reliable system operation.

TELEPERM XS I&C systems are designed as project-specifically configurated,
distributed multi-computer architectures. The computers are mounted in I&C cabinets and link
via serial optical data busses. Spatial separation being possible if required. The computers are
connected with the central service unit via specially provided data busses which are
independent of those busses that ensure the automatic safety functions.

The service and diagnostic environment installed on the TELEPERM XS service unit
(called Service Monitor) is based on the self-monitoring and diagnostic functions implemented
in the system and supports the conduction of periodic tests as required. All computers of the
I&C system can be monitored and service activities (adjustment of operational parameters,
conduction of periodic tests, localization of faults in the I&C and so on) can be performed
from a central work place. Project-specific routine tasks can be prepared on the service unit
such that they can be executed as automaticly as possible when the required releases are
present.

Access rights to the service unit and releases for service interventions into the safety
I&C are scaled according to persons and performed tasks and are controlled by technical
devices. They can be adapted to the individual adminstrative regulations of the respective
plant.
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3. FEATURES OF SOFTWARE ENGINEERING FOR TELEPERM XS

The functions to be implemented in TELEPERM XS I&C systems are specified by
means of the engineering system SPACE in graphical form. This results in I&C function
diagrams, module location diagrams and a network diagram that shows the redundant structure
of the system and the communcation links. These diagrams are system documentation, basis
for verification and validation activities and also afterwards the basis for the entire project-
specific software.

Both the graphical engineering of the I&C functions on function diagrams and their
software realization (application software) as result of automatic code generation are designed
to be hardware-independent. To let the application software run on the hardware of a
distributed TELEPERM XS target system, it is embedded into a system software and then
loaded individually on the processing modules. The term system software is used for the plant-
independently programmed and qualified software which is loaded identically on each
processing module of the I&C system controlling the execution of the project-specific
application software.

Figure 1 gives a short survey of the software engineering with SPACE. The diagrams
prepared with the graphical SPACE Editor are subjected to formal consistency checks and
stored in a project database. The project database is the central data basis for all phases of the
engineering process with SPACE and is furthermore available as online documentation when
the TELEPERM XS I&C system is in operation.
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Figure 1: Software engineering with SPACE
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The code generators convert the engineered I&C functions into source code (of the
application software) and provide configuration information for the runtime environment (a
component of the system software) needed for the control of processing cycles and data
communication. The source code of the application software is compiled with a C compiler
proven in use and linked with the application software to make up one loadable code module
for each processing module. The software is loaded into each processing module separately
using a portable PC.

4. ADAPTION OF I&C FUNCTIONS TO CHANGING REQUIREMENTS

The facts that the project-specific application software is realized in a hardware-
independent way and that it is independent of the plant-independently developed and serviced
system software permit separated life cycles of these software products. As for the application
functions, this means that a validated and proven application software can be gradually
adapted to new requirements or experiences gained from plant operation if required without
necessitating a renewed validation of the behavior of the overall I&C system (hardware with
integrated software).

The system software of the computers operates independently of the specified tasks of
the application software and is thus not (or only irrelevantly) influenced by the state of the
processes controlled. Modifications to the I&C functions, therefore, have no effect on the
behavior of the system software of the computers and on data communication within the
system as the limits of system performance are observed. The certificate TXS-AUST-0798-02
for the plant-independent system test confirmes among others, "the following system
characteristics ... provided that the design criteria which were the basis of the configuration
mentioned in the test report are complied with:

14. The system behavior with respect to I&C functionality is entirely defined by
the applicaton software. The minimum response times of the system are
determined by the cycle times of the processing units involved, if the processing
time of Junction digram /function diagram group modules plus the processing
time required for execution of service commands do not exceed cycle time."
,,2. Processing and communicaton cycle times are not degraded by external
process states (measurement signals, amount of alarms and monitored
information."

Intended modifications to I&C functions are prepared in a quality-assured procedure
with the engineering system and verified by an experienced process engineer. In addition, the
qualification of new versions of the application software requires an appropriate validation
process but this can be performed by means of a functional simulation independent of the
target system hardware.

In the course of several I&C projects of Siemens KWU, TELEPERM XS application
software was subjected to numerous functional tests by integration in a 1-CPU simulation
environment on the one hand and based on the TELEPERM XS hardware on the other with the
results being compared. Besides open loop tests also a closed-loop validation of the
application software was performed outside the plant in both cases by connecting available
process models.
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Experience shows that expenditure in the plant for acceptance tests of future versions
of the application software of installed TELEPERM XS systems can be significantly reduced
when this software is subjected to a simulation-based validation beforehand. The acceptance
tests then concentrated mainly on aspects of the integration of the I&C functions into the fluid
/ mechanical process.

5. CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT -
THE BASIS FOR LONG-TERM AVAILABILITY

Safety I&C systems have a comparably long operating time. For the total operating
time, it has to be ensured that the system operates as reliable as possible. Nevertheless, it
cannot be avoided that after some years of operation future versions of hardware modules will
have to be integrated, just as advanced system software modules will be required.
Therefore configuration management has a special importance for I&C systems like
TELEPERM XS focussing the following objectives:

• to preserve the consistency and transparancy of the I&C system consisting of
integrated hardware and software components

• to ensure that documented and implemented functionality of the system components
are identical

• to allow future versions of hardware components developed for manufacturing
reasons as well as adapted system software to be integrated efficiently while keeping
the overall functionality and the qualified system properties of the I&C system
unchanged

The supplier's comprehensive, plant-independent configuration management for the
TELEPERM XS system forms the basis for meeting the availability and reliability
requirements on digital safety I&C systems.
The hierarchical modular structure of TELEPERM XS defined during the development phase
is the technical precondition for adapting the system to changing requirements and for
integrating technical innovations.

It is important for economical reasons as well as for the preseveration of the qualified
system properties that the effects of intended changes on the system and its components can be
specified, limited and evaluated. The areas affected by changes to individual configuration
items can be reduced by identifying and documenting long-term stable interfaces between
certain components and thereby creating artifical independencies of system components.
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Figure 2: TELEPERM XS product structure - survey

Picture 2 presents an overview on the product structure of the TELEPERM XS system
broken down hierarchially into configuration items. The picture shows the decomposition of
the system to component level in a somewhat simplified form. Naming and allocation of the
hardware and software components mirror the modular structure and the basis functional
principles of the system. But apart from this, the main objective of the picture is to represent
the interfaces existing between the system components and the confinement areas tolerable in
case of modifications to individual configuration items.

Lines are used to represent interfaces which have to be considered when evaluating
consequences of changes. The direction of arrows stands for the direction of effects permitted
in case of modification to the component at which the arrow begins. Following the direction of
arrows a modification of one component can influence certain interfaces of that component
and thus (possibly) force other system components to be adapted to that modification. The
influence of such a modification on the overall functionality of an I&C system has to be
evaluated individually because it differs for the various interfaces shown in the picture.

All other internal system interfaces, i.e. those interfaces not shown in picture 2 but also
those in reverse to the direction of arrows, are defined to be long-term stable. Incompatible
changes which effect on those interfaces are excluded for future versions of any configuration
item of the TELEPERM XS systems. Interface definitions fixed in the development
documentation are used to benchmark future versions of system components.
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The engineering system SPACE shown on the left side of picture 2 provides the tool
support for the engineering process described in chapter 3. That process results in a project-
dependent specification of the hardware structure of a certain I&C system and in the required
application software. The principle of strict feed-foreward documentation used here ensures
that the functions implemented by the application software are identical to those in the
specification of system functions contained in the project database.

The application software is based on a hardware and plant independently prepared
library of type-tested function blocks, which implement elementary functions of open-loop and
closed-loop control technology as well as functions specific for nuclear power plants.

The interface between application and system software is realized by a configuration
module that is automatically generated for the runtime environment of each processing
module. This module encapsulates all information on the project-specific system structure of
an I&C system need in the system software of a particular processing module and thus
guarantees the high degree of independency between application and system software. The
separation of the life cycle of the application-specific functions from the life cycle of the
TELEPERM XS system achieved in this way is an essential prerequisite for ensuring the
demanded long operating time of safety I&C systems (>20 years) while requirements change.

The system software is structured into a TELEPERM XS-specific runtime control
system and an operating system software providing services. Future advanced versions of these
configuration items and also of the entire system software can be integrated in existing I&C
systems, as our strategic configuration management ensures that the interfaces of the system
software are maintained.

Direct access to the TELEPERM XS hardware and hardware-specific functions are
limited to a few components of the system software (Hardware Organization Tool HOT,
hardware-specific BIOS services, I/O drivers for modules for input and output of process
signals). The chosen product structure thus makes it possible to integrate future versions of
hardware components into existing systems without effects on the specified and qualified
system functions (application software). Adaptions to modified hardware are limited to certain
components of the operating system software or the runtime control system, depending on kind
and scope of the modification. Qualification of such changes can therefore be performed in a
plant-independent way.

The backplane busses of the TELEPERM XS computers and the transmission protocols
of the serial bus systems used for communication between the computers are treated as long-
term stable interfaces in the system. This enables the common use of different qualified
versions of pin-compatible and function-compatible hardware components and also different
computer generations in one system if required.
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Besides these technical aspects the following measures and procedures are
employed to master the tasks of configuration management:

• full identification of the configuration
• documentation of the interfaces in the development documentation of the

configuration items,
• definition of compatiblity requirements for new versions,
• active configuration planning,
• a change procedure monitored by a configuration control board (CCB),

evaluation of technical, economical and qualification aspects of changes,
• reviews of changed development documents, check on technical correctness and

consistency of the interfaces,
• use of a powerful configuration management tool,
• organization and operation of an integration and test center for performance of

integration and regression tests as well as software acceptance tests,
• formalized release procedure,
• provision of tools for configuration tests,
• implementation of online configuration check in software components of the

TELEPERM XS system,
• agreement on the procedures for modifications to type-tested components with

external assessors.

The plant-independently handled TELEPERM XS configuration management at the
manufacturer is the common basis for a project-specific configuration management for the
different installed I&C systems. The latter includes the identification and check of the
configuration of all software and hardware components employed and concentrates especially
on a supervision of the project-specific application software configuration.

The use of digital safety I&C on the basis of TELEPERM XS gives the utility the
possibility for intended changes to the I&C functions according to a quality-assuring
procedure. On the other hand he then takes over the responsibility for a correct configuration
and functionality of the application functions. We now develop a service concept for the
maintenance of digital I&C systems and also for planned changes. So utilities can employ the
manufacturer's services also in the field of configuration management.
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6. CONCLUSION

With the digital safety I&C system TELEPERM XS, the idea of realizing a specified
I&C functionality in a software that is independent of the hardware and the corresponding
system software was put into practice. Thus the utilities can be sure that an investment in a
backfitting with digital safety I&C systems has lasting effects. Hardware and function
diagrams elaborated from the process engineering specification retain their full value when
after several years of operation innovated hardware has gradually to be integrated into the
system.

The configuration management ensures that the qualified TELEPERM XS
characteristics which have been proven in the plant-independent system test are preserved.
This makes the procedures for necessary modifications to project-specific application
functions or the system configuration clear and easy and the expenditure for the validation and
re-qualification of such changes remains calculable.
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